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Abstract 
Organic molecules can crystallize into various solid forms, which generates a polymorphic degree of freedom[1]. Since 
the different solid forms have distinct physico-chemical behaviour (e.g. solubility, compressibility etc…), it is paramount to 
know which crystalline packings an active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) can aggregate into. A promising route to 
characterize the crystalline landscape of APIs is to perform quantum mechanical atomistic simulations of each potential 
polymorph, so as to obtain a much needed ranking of the observable crystals[2]. While this routine is fully general and 
applicable to any class of compounds, it requires a substantial computational investment, allowing its use mostly for 
molecules in the later drug development stages. To decrease the computational overhead of such approaches, we 
propose an integrated machine learning crystal structure prediction (ML-CSP) framework. We combine on the fly machine 
learning potentials[3] with a Bayesian selection scheme to accurately sample the crystal structure landscape of a target 
API. In Figure 1, we show how the accuracy of a model trained on PBE-DFT energies for fentanyl molecular crystals 
improves as we progress our ML-CSP routine. By using our method, we report a 3 to 5 fold increase in performances, 
paving the way for crystal structure prediction to penetrate in the earlier development stages or target more complex 
compounds. 
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